Kawaii Dreams From Mars - About

Overview

Kawaii Dreams From Mars is a collection of 15 dreamy patches from our favorite Kawaii keyboards: the K1, K3 and GB-2 Session Trainer. These wavetable synths have an inherent harmonic distortion from the era's conversion technology that gives them a ton of vintage character, that can’t be emulated with software or analog oscillators.

We sampled a mix of era defining-preset patches and custom patches. These sounds are cinematic, iconic, and orchestral… but above all, dreamy! 


WAV

928 WAVs at 24 bit 44.1kHz

Metadata with mapping and looping information has been embedded into each WAV file. This means that, depending on your sampler, you can drag and drop the WAV and it will auto-map and auto-loop. 
However, if you are having trouble with these WAVs on an unsupported sampler (particularly drum samplers), you may need to strip the metadata from these WAVs using a program such as Myriad. Contact info@samplesfrommars.com for support. 


Naming Conventions:

28 Hello Kawaii E0

________________________________________________________


12 = MIDI low note for the WAV - ensuring that if you drag and drop the WAVs into a sampler, they will be ordered correctly.

Hello - Patch name.  In many cases, the patch names are the same as on the hardware. More info on patch names below.

Kawaii = Product Name

E0 - MIDI root note for this WAV


Naming Conventions for velocity multi-sampled patches (Bell Air only):

0 Bell Air Kawaii C-2_0001 - Applies to velocity sensitive multi-sampled patches. The velocity ranges for each WAV are printed to the WAV metadata. These samples are triggered via velocity, for example:

0 Bell Air Kawaii C-2 is played when note velocity is 0 - 64
0 Bell Air Kawaii C-2_0001 is played when note velocity is 65 - 127


Naming Conventions for stereo multi-sampled patches (White Siren only):

0 White Siren L Kawaii C0
0 White Siren R Kawaii C0

White Siren is multi-sampled to work as a stereo patch.

In this case, both WAV files will be played at the same time, with each Left (L) WAV and Right (R) WAV hard panned in each DAW platform (note - the panning info for these samples is not included in the WAV metadata).



Additional info on WAV files:

There are 15 total patches.  4 of these patches are Mono WAVs, the remaining 11 are Stereo.

Each patch has its own folder, with WAV samples ranging from the lowest note C-1, to the highest note C8. Patches have been grouped into the following categories:

Voices
Keys
Pads
Organs

Some patches have very long, evolving samples, so in an effort to keep the overall file size down these patches only contain unique samples for C, E, and G notes.

“CEG” Patches:
Return Home
Bell Air
Analog Strings
Warm Strings
White Siren 

________________________________________________________


Ableton

This was built with Ableton 9, so that it works for Ableton 9 and Ableton 10 users. If you are an Ableton 10 user, you may need to click the small “upgrade” for certain devices if you wish to edit them further. 

All 15 presets, organized by category into 4 group tracks
Each preset has mod wheel assignments. We mapped a lot of different parameters for this project - often layering multiple delays and reverbs, to enhance the natural “dreamy” quality of the patches.  You’ll also see arpeggios and lots of drifting LFOs.

Commonly used Macros in the Session:
Cutoff: Ableton’s low pass filter (PRD Circuit) cutoff frequency. 
Resonance: Ableton’s low pass filter cutoff resonance. Set to 0% by default
Env Amount: Amount send to Ableton’s Filter Envelope
Env Decay: Decay time of the Filter Envelope
Various Effects: We used a wide variety of custom made effects racks here, like Phasers, Arp, Dreams (Reverb), Visions (a second sampler chain with an arp on it), Wobbly LFOs, FM modulation, and more
Release: Ableton’s Amp Envelope release time
Volume: Mapped to Ableton’s Simpler/Sampler volume

If you have Sampler, you can right click, convert the simpler to sampler to further edit these presets.


Logic

Contain all (15) Presets as EXS Instruments, in 4 categories.
Each patch has Envelope, Filter and Mod Wheel settings that have been carefully crafted to provide instant playability.
Each preset has mod wheel assignments. Often they are LFOs, or pitch mods.


Kontakt

Contain all (15) Presets as Kontakt Instruments, in 4 categories.
Each patch has Envelope, Filter and Mod Wheel settings that have been carefully crafted to provide instant playability.
Each preset has mod wheel assignments. Often they are LFOs, or pitch mods.


Reason, SFZ, FL Studio DWP

Contain all (15) Presets as Instruments, in 4 categories
These formats do not have mod wheel assignments
Looping has been turned OFF for patches that require crossfades (Hello, Glass Howl, Leslie, Indie Organ)


Patch Details:

10 Looped Patches:
Hello !!
Return Home
Voices
Air Bass
Hologram
Randroid
Glass Howl
White Siren
Indie Organ	
Leslie

5 Non Looped Patches
Bell Air	
Drops
Jazz Harp
Warm Strings
Analog Strings

Support
Contact info@samplesfrommars.com for support


